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Abstract
The increasing rate of stroke incidents is challenging rehabilitation units worldwide.
Continuous research on different forms of post stroke rehabilitation is pushing forward
the quality and efficacy of current best practices. The quality of unsupervised
rehabilitation exercise is limited when compared to rehabilitation administered by a
professional physiotherapist.

In this thesis a VR rehabilitation system is implemented using HTC Vive and pro-
totype peripherals. Experts on neurological rehabilitation are continuously consulted
while iteratively implementing different exercises aimed at improving motor skills.
Different iterations of exercises and sensor data processing algorithms are described to
map out how the iterative process affects the final outcome system. The VR system
will be used for two qualitative user tests in order to determine the feasibility of
implemented exercises and the suitability of the prototype peripherals. The first user
test is carried out by physiotherapy students and conducted on volunteer patients
with long-term disabilities while the second user test utilizes healthy test subjects.
Test outcomes highlight the impact of technical difficulties on usability and yield
considerations for further exercise iterations.
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Tiivistelmä
Aivohalvauksen kasvava esiintyvyys haastaa kuntoutuskeskuksia ympäri maailman.
Jatkuva tutkimus halvauspotilaiden eri kuntoutusmuodoista parantaa käytettyjen
kuntoutuskeinojen laatua ja tehokkuutta. Ilman valvontaa itsenäisesti suoritettu
kuntoutus on laadultaan rajallista verrattuna fysioterapeutin aktiivisesti valvomaan
kuntoutukseen.

Tässä diplomityössä toteutetaan VR-kuntoutusjärjestelmä käyttäen HTC Viveä
sekä oheislaiteprototyyppejä. Järjestelmän tarkoituksena on potilaan motoristen
taitojen parantaminen. Neurologisen kuntoutuksen asiantuntijoita konsultoidaan
jatkuvasti iteratiivisen järjestelmäkehityksen yhteydessä. Kuntoutusharjoitusten
sisältöä sekä sensoriarvojen tulkitsemiseen liittyviä algoritmeja kuvaillaan iteratiivi-
sen prosessin kautta valmiiksi järjestelmäksi asti. Kuntoutusjärjestelmää testataan
kahdessa laadullisessa käyttäjäkokeessa järjestelmän sekä oheislaiteprototyyppien
soveltuvuuden arvioimiseksi. Ensimmäisen käyttäjäkokeen järjestävät fysioterapian
opiskelijat yhteistyössä vapaaehtoisten pitkäaikashalvaantuneiden potilaiden kanssa.
Toisessa käyttäjäkokeessa käytetään terveitä koehenkilöitä. Käyttäjäkokeiden tulok-
sissa korostuu teknisten vaikeuksien vaikutus käytettävyyteen. Tuloksista on myös
havaittavissa erinomaisia näkökohtia tulevia järjestelmäkehitysten iteraatioita varten.

Avainsanat Halvaus, kuntoutus, puettava, virtuaalitodellisuus, HTC Vive
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
As of 2016 stroke is the 15th leading cause in years lost due to disability (YLD) on a
global scale and 10th in Europe. Globally this translates to an estimated 194 years
of disability per 100,000 population [1]. YLD measures the collective years people
have to live with the disability multiplied by a disability-specific weight between
zero and one [2]. Compared to other disabilities, such as osteoporosis, lower back
pain or Parkinson’s disease, stroke has the most impact on a person’s capacity and
performance preventing some more common activities of daily living (ADL) from
being carried out independently [3]. Most post-stroke patients have difficulties with
movement. These difficulties manifest as one-sided paralysis of either the patient’s
whole body or just the limbs. Patients in this condition are treated with physiotherapy
which will have the most impact on the patient’s recovery during the first weeks and
months after the stroke. Because the type and severity of motor impairment varies
from patient to patient, rehabilitation has to be tailored to the patient’s capabilities.
[4], [5, p. 10–15]

The use of gamified virtual reality (VR) rehabilitation solutions with different
peripheral devices has been experimented with in several studies. Some of these
solutions include peripherals such as a camera or depth-sensor for upper body tracking
[6], a glove for sensing finger bending, pistons for measuring force applied by fingers
[7] or a treadmill that tracks and visualizes the patient’s movement [8]. It is worth
noting that in the context of medical studies VR refers to virtual environments which
the patient can manipulate in some way or gain feedback from. As of now when
people refer to VR they are usually always talking about an experience using a
head-mounted display (HMD). In the past, especially in stroke rehabilitation studies,
the term VR has been used to refer to any kind of virtual environments. As of now,
current-generation HMDs are still fairly new to stroke rehabilitation.

Emerging companies such as Neuro Rehab VR and Peili Vision already provide
VR stroke rehabilitation systems that use a HMD. The issue with these systems
is that the system input relies solely on commercially available gaming hardware
which is not tailored for stroke patients. At the same time many of the peripherals
actively used for conventional rehabilitation are nondigital and thus, cannot provide
system input. This limits the range of exercises that can be implemented as well as
the feedback given from the virtual world.

The aim of this thesis is to further expand on the idea of HMD-based VR
rehabilitation by finding out what kind of exergames focusing on motor skills are
suitable for the medium. In addition to this we explore what kind of additional
hardware devices and sensor data processing algorithms are required to implement
the exercises in a properly functional manner.

The main target patient group in this thesis are post-stroke patients with motor
skill impairment. These patients have just recently undergone a stroke and have
drastically lowered motor skills. These limitations need to be accounted for in the
core system design. For example all patients cannot be expected to be able to grab
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objects due to their lowered motor skills [9]. This rules out larger scale reliance on
standard game controllers such as the Vive controllers. Therefore specific wearable
controllers are made for this task with different rehabilitation exercises in mind. [10]

In this thesis motor skill VR rehabilitation exercises are implemented according to
rehabilitation professionals’ specifications by using an iterative development process.
The iterative process is used to ensure the viability of each individual exercise. Some
of the exercises rely on custom prototype peripherals which are made specifically for
this purpose.

This thesis features two user tests. The first user test was carried out by using
volunteer patients who are past their acute-phase rehabilitation. The user test itself
consists of free-form use of the system in student groups with their assigned patient.
Acute-care patients weren’t used due to availability issues. In addition to using just
patients, information is also collected from physiotherapy students and professionals
from Savonia University of Applied Science. The second user test had a more specific
test setting in order to extract more quantifiable information on the usability of the
system. The users in the second user test were unimpaired people with no medical
background.

1.2 Research questions and thesis objectives
Research questions for this thesis are

• What kind of VR exergames are desired for stroke rehabilitation?

• What kind of wearable peripherals are required to deliver motor skill exergames?

• What kind of sensor data processing algorithms the aforementioned wearables
require in order to function optimally for exergames?

This thesis aims to find answers to the above-mentioned questions by providing a
tested VR rehabilitation prototype system.

1.3 Thesis structure
Following is the breakdown of the structure of this thesis.

• Chapter 2 focuses on previous studies on the subject of VR rehabilitation,
the metrics used by them and different approaches seen in conventional reha-
bilitation.

• Chapter 3 details the implemented VR exergames, wearable controllers made
for specific exercises, methods used to interpret sensor data and describes the
user tests.

• Chapter 4 goes over the results and their analysis.

• Chapter 5 contains a brief summary of the whole thesis.
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2 Background

2.1 Stroke
Stroke is a medical condition in which the blood flow to the brain is interrupted or a
blood vessel bursts inside the brain causing bleeding. This in turn deprives brain
cells of oxygen and causes brain damage. Approximately two-thirds of stroke victims
survive this ‘brain attack’ and require rehabilitation. Over 10 million new stroke
incidents happen annually worldwide. In 2017 there were 104 million people suffering
from stroke with a constantly rising prevalence of new cases. The percentage of
overall population suffering from stroke has increased from 1.02 % in 1990 to 1.41 %
in 2017. [10], [11]

The aftermath of stroke can manifest itself as a combination of several symptoms.
The most common symptom is paralysis or lowered motor controls. This can usually
be seen on one side of the body and has a varying area of effect from either only
one limb to complete one-sided paralysis. This thesis focuses on the aforementioned
motor skill impairments. [10]

In addition to motor skill impairments the patients can also have a varying range
of other disabilities. The ability to sense pain, touch, temperature or position may
be hindered while also experiencing chronic pain due to the damage suffered by
the nervous system. Over one-fourth of stroke survivors have difficulties producing
or understanding written or spoken language. This condition is called aphasia. If
the part of the brain responsible for memory, learning and awareness is damaged,
the patient’s cognitive abilities can be directly affected. While the rehabilitation
of these disabilities is out of the scope of this thesis, their existence should still
be acknowledged during system design whenever possible. The prevalence of some
common stroke-related impairments can be seen in Table 1 and the common amounts
of disabilities in Figure 1. [10]

Table 1: Common impairments in stroke victims. [12], [13]

Impairment Prevalence rate (%)
Upper limb motor impairment 77.4
Lower limb motor impairment 72.4

Urinary incontinence 48.2
Dysphagia (difficulty to swallow) 44.7

Cognitive impairment 43.9
Upper limb sensory impairment 30.3

Aphasia 30.0
Lower limb sensory impairment 27.2

Visual field defect 26.1
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Figure 1: Prevalence of different amounts of impairments in stroke patients. [12]

2.2 VR rehabilitation
During the last decades there have been a variety of studies on post-stroke rehabili-
tation using VR as a medium. Several meta-analyses point to a conclusion that VR
rehabilitation is either mildly as effective or as good as conventional rehabilitation
when used to partially replace conventional therapy in the patient’s exercise schedule.
VR rehabilitation usually results in better rehabilitation outcomes when added on
top of conventional rehabilitation. The key factor in utilizing VR rehabilitation is the
ability to increase the treatment dosage without requiring much larger time invest-
ments from the therapeutic professionals. Increased rehabilitation intensity has been
reported to be beneficial in regaining motor functions and improving performance
in ADL. Since combining conventional therapy with VR therapy has already been
regarded as resulting in a statistically significant improvement in exercise outcomes,
this direction for treatment should be the safest bet to improve post-stroke therapy
in general. One key advantage of VR is the ability to provide different forms of
audiovisual feedback which may not be as easy to provide using non-digital systems.
In addition to improving rehabilitation outcomes the patient’s exercise motivation
can be improved by using gamified exercise mechanics. This can make the general
experience more pleasant when compared to simply performing monotonic exercise
movements outside of the virtual world. Making the exercise more pleasant can be
important because many stroke patients experience depression which can ultimately
limit the motivation to perform the required rehabilitation exercises [14]. Introducing
interactivity via gamification to make the patients compete against the computer
or enable exercise with another patient as a sparring partner could also be further
explored in order to increase patient motivation. [15]–[20]

The use of VR should also enable logistical benefits. A single therapist could be
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able to monitor multiple patients in different rooms simultaneously. The extent of
telerehabilitation could also be improved by increasing the presence of the therapist
in the virtual environment in a home rehabilitation setting without requiring constant
back and forth travel which is especially time consuming in rural areas. These aspects
of VR rehabilitation can help in using the physiotherapists, a limited resource, more
efficiently. [9]

Studies using a HMD-based immersive VR environment are limited in quantity.
Widely used consumer-grade HMDs are still a fairly new addition to the consumer
market. In the past the available HMDs had a low resolution and a significant, up to
250 ms, input latency in registering and displaying user motion. These factors could
result in eye-strain and motion-sickness which are naturally an unwanted side-effect
in any rehabilitation system [21]. The threshold for non-nauseating input latency
for a HMD has been placed between 7 to 20 ms [22], [23]. The latency for player
movement input has been measured to be as low as 4 ms in ideal conditions using
current hardware even though more realistic settings can still go over the 20 ms
threshold [24].

One common characteristic in the previous VR rehabilitation studies is the
exclusion of severely affected patient groups with the most limited motor skills. This
is sometimes due to many of the implemented rehabilitation systems requiring at
least some form of minimum capabilities from the patient. The use of standard game
controllers in these systems could continue this trend as those are primarily designed
for unimpaired people with no disabilities. [9], [25]

In this thesis the use of specifically designed input devices will be leveraged in
addition to standard game controllers in order to lower the barrier to entry and
involve the early-phase patients.

2.3 Recovery of motor skills
The largest recovery of motor skills can be seen during the first three months. The
main focus of this thesis is on this time period. Overall function in active daily living
tasks and walking ability usually plateaus after the first three months while the
arm function can still see small improvement during the 6 to 12 month period. The
patients with the most severe initial disabilities have statistically worse outcomes
after rehabilitation compared to less severe patient groups. This can be seen as the
more severely affected patients having a lower discharge rate to a home environment
after rehabilitation. However, there is still a 40 % probability for that patient group
to see functional improvement of varying magnitude. [26], [27]

Retention of motor skills after rehabilitation is one key outcome objective of
any applied stroke rehabilitation. Different factors related to learning motor skills
have been studied in order to improve rehabilitation exercise quality and efficiency;
observational practice, focus of attention, feedback and self-controlled practice. These
factors can be fitted as parts of the exercise flow in VR. Some of the factors will be
used for the implemented exercises.

One other advantage of VR, in form of observational practice, is presumed to
come from imitation-dependent learning where the subject sees a visualization of
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the movement or pose he should be performing in the exercise. This has been
observed to induce neuroplasticity, a change in the brain, that is closely related
to motor recovery. Doing exercises with time split between observing the required
movement and performing the movement has been studied to facilitate greater
retention compared to just spending all the exercise time on performing the required
movement. From exercise design perspective virtual human bodies or body parts could
be quite naturally used as visual guides during the exercise to facilitate observational
practice. [28], [29]

In a real-world setting learning by imitation can be done by showing the required
movement to the patient and have him repeat it himself. The problem with this
approach is that the patient has to mentally rotate the movement into his own
coordinate frame of reference. Performing these mental rotations can be challenging
for some patients suffering from cortical motor stroke. In VR the visualization of the
movement can be enhanced by showing it using a visual guide, for example a virtual
hand. The virtual guide can be rotated to match the patient’s perspective in order
to avoid the necessity of doing any mental rotations. [21]

Focus of attention refers to the format the instructions and guidance are given
in. External focus that refers to manipulating some other object rather than one’s
body has been noted to be a better instructional approach than internal focus
which contains instruction on how to move one’s certain body parts. For example
instructing a patient to ‘move the ball from left to right’ is viewed as a better
instruction than ‘grasp the ball with your hand then move your hand from left
to right’ even though they are functionally the same. Manipulating objects in VR
exercises is a very applicable concept but does have a slight conflict with observational
practice. Relying on visualized body movement and an external manipulatable object
simultaneously might be counter-intuitive for the exercise flow. [29]

Patients have been proven to demonstrate better motor performance when given
a concrete task instead of executing the same movements without having an object
to manipulate. Therefore instead of performing some arbitrary arm or finger motions
the exercise should have a more concrete goal that involves handling an object. For
example reaching for a paper cup could be considered an arm extension exercise.
Even such a simple scenario has a lot of context for the patient such as how much
force should be used in order to not crush the cup and in which angle should the cup
be held in. The motion of reaching for the cup is a simple one but still consists of
many sequential actions such as arm extension, possible trunk movement, extending
the fingers and finger grasping. The reaching movement is mainly guided by vision
while the grasping movement is determined by touch. The timing of these different
segments in the full action or keeping the fingers contracted can also be hard for
some patients. [5, p. 159–179]

Feedback received during the exercise also plays a part in the retention of motor
skills. Positive feedback after performing well increases the motivation to learn. In
contrast constantly giving out error information during the exercise may demoralize
the subject and worsen the results. Thus, putting emphasis on successful attempts
while ignoring the less successful ones can increase the quality of the exercise. Extreme
care should be used when considering giving the patients accurate data on their own
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recovery as this may act as a demoralizing factor. [29]
Self-controlled practice can be facilitated by giving the subject control over some

parts of the exercise such as the frequency of given feedback or the ability to view
instructional material at will during the exercise. This in turn leads to higher
motivation due to the subject playing a more active role in the exercise. Patients
may also have trouble understanding instructions on the first time depending on
the complexity of the exercise. In this context the ability to willingly replay an
instructional video after failing a segment in the exercise could help the subject to
alter his approach. [29]

It has been noted that interleaving different tasks instead of repetitively doing
the same simple task multiple times improves retention on the long term. It is
therefore beneficial to either construct exercise schedules by alternating between
multiple different short exercises or by introducing randomization to the exercises
themselves whenever possible. [30], [31]

Upper extremity rehabilitation usually consists of performing simple exercises
using one’s arm or hand. While this concept is very basic, relying on some of the
above introduced exercise factors can make designing exercises harder. In addition
to this there also exist different physical restraints or requirements that can be used
during the exercise, further altering it. These include restricting the patient’s healthy
limb, using mirrors to create an illusion of a healthy limb or incorporating exercises
that require both hands to be used simultaneously. These techniques and their brief
background are explained as follows.

One of the applied rehabilitation methods is constraint-induced movement therapy
(CIMT) where the non-paretic limb is constrained in order to force the usage of the
paretic limb. With this constraint the patient cannot overcompensate with their
unaffected limb and must learn to reuse the paretic limb instead. This unimanual
therapy also extends outside of exercise sets as the non-paretic limb can be constrained
for long durations every day. This is done to prevent learned non-use of the paretic
limb. CIMT has been proven to lead to improved motor skills even when it is employed
in the later parts of the rehabilitation process. CIMT has also been successfully
tested in a gamified VR environment using only a psychological constraint instead of
a physical one [32]. [5, p. 198–202], [33]

The concept of mirror therapy exists as polar opposite of CIMT. Instead of
restricting the use of the non-paretic arm it is instead heavily relied on. During the
therapy a mirror is placed in front of the patient between his arms, hiding the paretic
arm from view and instead showing the non-paretic arm in its place. This illusion
makes it seem as if the paretic arm would be operating normally. The exercises
performed this way require the patient to try to use both of his hands even though
he can only see one. The benefits of mirror therapy have been attributed to mirror
neurons in the brain. [34]

Mirror therapy has been found moderately effective at improving motor skill
retention, reducing phantom pain in the paretic limb as well as improving tactile
sensitivity. Utilizing immersive VR could be leveraged to make more believable
illusions of a working body by simultaneously including both the patient’s legs and
arms in the mirror therapy. [20], [35]
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Many tasks in our daily lives requires the use of both hands. Restricting the
movement of the non-paretic limb via CIMT or the over reliance on the non-paretic
limb by using mirror therapy does not emulate a realistic environment for everyday
living. The outcome of bimanual exercises is, quite logically, better performance in
bimanual activities. In case CIMT is used for comparison, the unimanual performance
becomes comparably greater. It should be therefore valid to ask if the patient is
being rehabilitated for ADL or just the general use of his paretic limb. A study
comparing reaching movements which were performed both bi- and unimanually
found out that the velocities for the paretic limb differed in each scenario. In
unimanual movements the paretic limb would move slower compared to when the
same movement was performed bimanually. The opposite was also true for the non-
paretic limb which would move faster in unimanual movements and slower in bimanual
movements. Simply performing the required movement bimanually therefore increases
the performance of the paretic hand. Bimanual coordination is not limited to a single
area in the brain but instead spans over multiple areas. This can lead to only some
of the patient’s bimanual skills displaying deficits, such as problems with timing,
which should also lead to the inclusion of bimanual rehabilitation exercises in order
to reattain these skills. [5, p. 177–179], [36]–[38]

2.4 Cognitive skills
Rehabilitation of cognitive skills is out of the scope of this thesis. Cognitive barriers
should still be kept in mind when designing the system, mainly by avoiding overly
complicated interfaces and exercises. The extent of a patient’s cognitive impairment
carries statistical relation to death, future disability and long-term institutional-
ization [39]. Common problem areas in cognitive skills include memory, attention
and perception. Memory problems most commonly affect the short-term memory.
Problems with attention cause the patient to be unsure of what to focus on causing
some information to be missed entirely. The attention span can also be drastically
lowered often cascading into more memory problems as missing key points of an
interaction will prevent a patient from remembering the full interaction later on.
Perception refers to the sense of touch, smell, taste, hearing and sight. Some of these
senses might be more affected than others. For example a patient might be able to
identify an object by touch but be unable to do the same with vision alone. Even if
motor skills aren’t an issue for the patient, common household chores can become
much harder due to them requiring basic cognitive skills. [40]

Patient’s cognitive skills can also be rehabilitated with specific exercises focusing
for example on visual perception, memory, problem solving and concentration. Cog-
nitive training has been studied to increase performance in ADL activities. Instead of
performing more traditional ‘pen-and-paper’ style training cognitive training can also
be performed in a virtual environment via computerised cognitive training (CCT).
CCT has been proven to also be effective in improving the cognitive skills of a
stroke patient. Some commercial video games are already used for cognitive training
due to their affordability and ability to increase the training intensity and be used
without therapeutic professionals playing an active role in the exercise. Exercises
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for improving cognitive skills can consist of simple problem solving tasks. This is
commonly referred to as problem solving therapy (PST). One outcome of PST is
better coping in stress-related activities [41]. [42]–[44]

Music has been studied to produce better therapy outcomes for cognitive rehabil-
itation as well as for motor skill rehabilitation. Letting the patient listen to some of
his preferred music will increase the benefits of the exercise. Listening to music has
been linked to the increase in brain’s grey matter tissue which in turn enhances the
process of repairing neural connections. Some studies have attributed the rhythm of
the music to play an important role in improving motor control. Other beneficial
factors include reduced stress, increased dopamine levels and an increase of blood
flow to the brain which improves the operating conditions of the surviving brain
tissue. [20], [45]

2.5 Sensory impairment
Treating sensory impairment is out of the scope of this thesis although it is one of
the underlying factors contributing to motor impairment. Loss of sensory function is
a common symptom of stroke and can have an influence on motor skills. This can
happen to both impaired limbs. Sense of touch is often used to guide movements
and the use of force. The patient may have a harder time interpreting the feedback
to grab harder or softer or to confirm that his foot is standing firmly against the
floor before taking the next step. We also passively use our sensory domain to
feel the current pose of our limbs, especially when we aren’t looking directly at
them. Patients’ sensory loss may prevent them from visualizing where their limbs
are currently located without looking at them. This is why sensory problems usually
add to existing motor skill problems. In a minor sensory impairment only the tactile
sensing can be limited. A step above that is a discriminatory impairment in which
the patient cannot distinguish between different tactile inputs. This problem relates
to being able to detect the location and direction of a tactile stimulus. [46]

Sensory re-education is used to rehabilitate tactile sensing and can be separated
into two groups; active and passive training. Active training relies on exercises where
the patient tries to distinguish between sensory inputs and their locations. Active
exercise can consist of simply blindly identifying different objects by their texture,
weight, shape or size [47]. Passive training does not require activity from the patient
and instead relies on stimulating the nervous system directly by using heat, electric
or some other form of stimulation. Out of these two passive training has been studied
in more detail and has been regarded as beneficial. Active training has also been
shown to improve sensorimotor function but is limited by the small amount of sample
studies that focus on it, requiring more studies to be carried out in order to possibly
make it a standard rehabilitation tool. [48]

Some common exercises for active sensory re-education consists of taking different
objects and first handling them in plain sight. After this has been done the patient’s
vision of the objects should be blocked. Now the patient should try to distinguish
between the different objects by touch only. The same exercise can be performed by
using objects of different temperature. Locational differentiation can also be trained
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by touching the patient in various locations and then making the patient distinguish
between these different sensory inputs while blindfolded. [49]

While not very intuitive at first, these kind of exercises do result in better motor
recovery despite lacking the direct ‘motor aspect’ of other exercises. This is due to
our tactile senses playing a much larger role in different forms of movement than
we generally acknowledge. In actuality all motor activities also rely on our sensory
feedback. Despite the correlation between sensory impairment and worsened motor
skill recovery there is no clear consensus on the type and dosage of therapy for
post-stroke rehabilitation. Further studies on the exercise methods as well as the
link between lesion size and location in relation to optimal therapy should be carried
out to provide the best chances for recovery. [20]

2.6 Common stroke evaluation metrics
The effects of rehabilitation can be measured using a variety of different metrics.
These metrics can focus on a limited part of the body or overall ADL. Test time and
resolution can also vary from a single motor exercise to a range of different measurable
tasks. Some of the more lengthy tests can be cumbersome and unnecessary to carry
out regularly during conventional rehabilitation. Using these high-resolution metrics
becomes more desirable when conducting studies on possible new rehabilitation
methods to measure their effectiveness compared to conventional therapy. Some
meta-analyses [15]–[17] on different rehabilitation methods also use an inclusion
criteria for measurement metrics used in order to better obtain quantifiable and
comparable information. A six month follow up test after discharge is usually also
required for motor skill retention as long-lasting effects are the desired rehabilitation
outcome. Examples of different metrics used in individual studies can be seen in
Table 2. Relying on uncommon metrics can lead to comparability issues between
studies. Some of the more common measurement metrics are summarized as follows.

Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) uses a three-point scoring scale (cannot perform,
performs partially or performs fully) to assess a patient’s ability to perform different
movement tasks. Points from each separate action are summed up into a total
score. The test assesses balance, joint pain and range of motion as well as motor and
sensory function. As the first quantitative scale for measuring wider aspects of stroke
recovery the FMA has been critically reviewed multiple times. While the reviews
agree on the intra-rater and inter-rater reliability, some concern about the more
subjective domains of sensory function and joint pain have been raised. The test can
be modified by removing certain domains altogether in order to better fit measuring
the applied rehabilitation exercise set and to shorten the overall test duration. Some
concerns have also been raised about the scale’s responsiveness on certain ranges of
motor skills. Small improvements in motor skills might be clearly noticeable using
other metrics or just by simply observing the patient. These improvements do not
necessarily affect the scoring of the patient in any category of the FMA due to its
three-point scale. This causes the scale to become less sensitive to improvements in
patients who are past the acute-phase of stroke rehabilitation or exhibit only minor
improvement. This is referred to as the ‘ceiling’ or ‘floor’ effect depending on which
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side of the motor skill spectrum the subject is respectively limited in. [50]–[52]
Barthel Index (BI) is a short performance assessment in ADL such as feeding,

using stairs or dressing up. Ten items are scored on a three-point scale and summed
into a single score. BI is regarded as a reliable scale with excellent inter-rater
reliability [53]. BI also has a problem with sensitivity due to ceiling and floor effects
similar to FMA. This can be largely attributed to BI also using a three-point scoring
scale. [54], [55]

Functional Reach Test (FRT) is a simple balance test. The subject has to reach
as far forward as he can without external support or moving his feet. Reaching
distance is measured from a starting position of one arm extended straight forward.
It can be used to assess balance and the risk of fall. [56]

Berg Balance Scale (BBS) is balance test using a five-point scoring scale. The test
contains simple balance exercises such as standing, turning and transferring from one
chair to another. BBS has been noted as an excellent test for balance impairment.
Ceiling and floor effects are also present although a modification to the rating scale
which would alleviate this problem has already been suggested. [57], [58]

Box and Block Test (BBT) is an arm dexterity test using small wooden blocks.
The aim of the test is to move as many wooden blocks one by one from one box to
another in 60 seconds. The test subject is limited to only using one hand. BBT has
been verified to have excellent inter-rater and test-retest reliability. It also displays
high correlation (0.921) to FMA scores performed on the same test subjects. [59],
[60]

Table 2: Examples of previous studies in VR stroke rehabilitation.

Control devices Measurements and metrics Reference
Depth sensor for body track-
ing.

Fugl-Meyer Assessment, Modified
Barthel Index.

J.-H. Shin et al.
(2014) [6]

Glove that measures finger
movement on one axis and
a piston-glove that applies
constant force to the fingers.

Jebsen Hand Function Test,
recording simple object pickup
tasks with the gloves.

R. Boian et al.
(2002) [7]

Treadmill with real-time dis-
tance and velocity feedback.

Exercise completion (able or not
able to complete), subjective ob-
servations made during exercises.

J. Fung, et al.
(2006) [8]

Treadmill with suspension
support.

Walking speed, distance and en-
ergy cost via used oxygen.

da Cunha IT Jr,
et al. (2000) [61]

Webcam, coloured markers
attached to hands.

Game scores (no patient testing
was done)

J. W. Burke, et
al. (2008) [62]

HTC Vive Controllers Game score, % use of paretic limb A. Elor, et al.
(2018) [32]
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3 Methods

3.1 Development process
Implementing a rehabilitation system in VR requires both medical and technical
knowledge. Most of the technical knowledge related to VR best practices and Unreal
Engine development are available as online resources. In contrast, a sufficiently
deep and wide understanding of neurological rehabilitation cannot be obtained solely
through reading books and articles. For that knowledge lecturers of physiotherapy
from Savonia University of Applied Science were actively consulted in different
occasions. This includes brainstorming sessions and interviewing for details on
exercise requirement descriptions to find common ground on which exercises are
relevant and also achievable using the expertise in the Aalto group. This way the
Savonia personnel act in the role of the client. The development process follows an
iterative Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle as seen in Figure 2. Each rehabilitation
exercise runs in its own separate PDCA cycle. Doing the implementation in cycles
can help avoid pitfalls and unnecessary work as any misunderstandings or lost details
can lead to an unusable VR exercise. As an exercise becomes mature enough to be
used, work on it is decreased to maintenance level and a new cycle is started for the
next possible exercise. [63], [64]

Figure 2: The iterative development process used for each exercise. Gray areas
outline different PDCA cycle phases.

Exercises presented in this thesis are created using the following steps. First the
exercise concept idea is created either by brainstorming with Savonia personnel or
by finding neurological rehabilitation source material through literature search. This
corresponds to the ‘plan’ phase of the PDCA cycle. At this point there is only an
idea about which kind of motions the patient should perform. In case the exercise
was obtained through literature survey Savonia personnel are interviewed about the
validity and further specifics related to the exercise in question. If possible this
consultation can also be done by first making a quick and simple demo implementation
of the drafted exercise in order to obtain more fine-grained feedback from Savonia.
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In case the exercise demo would require some more complex implementation Savonia
will be consulted without showcasing a demo as not to waste too many hours on
potentially pointless implementation.

At this point the concrete specifications of exercise requirements exist. The
requirements may include stroke patient specific cognitive or scenery considerations
in addition to physical exercise movements. These work as a starting point for the
exercise along with the possible demo made earlier. There may also exist multiple
exercise descriptions ready for implementation. In that case the technically most
suitable one is chosen. A new iteration of the VR implementation of the exercise is
made based on the requirements. This corresponds to the ‘do’ phase of the PDCA
cycle. Now the exercise will be left to wait for its ‘check’ phase. Due to the distance
between Aalto and Kuopio teams new brainstorming sessions cannot be held face to
face on a monthly basis. Therefore the implemented exercise demo may be left to
wait for some time. The leftover time is used to implement as many demo versions
of different pending exercises, each progressing in their own PDCA cycles, in order
to draw as much value out of the brainstorming sessions as possible.

Next up is the ‘check’ phase of the PDCA cycle. The demos are shown to Savonia
personnel who will in turn give feedback on them. The feedback quickly leads to the
‘act’ phase of the PDCA cycle. This will start the next iteration of the VR exercise
by adding new requirements or invalidating previous requirements which may have
been misunderstood. In the latter case an exercise iteration is rejected in which
case it should be taken backwards in version history and be redone or abandoned
completely for a better alternative exercise. After no major issues are present in the
exercise implementation it is put aside ready for user testing and possible bug fixes.
Any improvements made based on the feedback from user tests should naturally be
used as information for future iterations of the PDCA cycle. This is not done in the
scope of this thesis as the user tests are chronologically the last step.

A personal kanban board was used to keep track of different implementation tasks
and their corresponding states. New implementation requirements and ideas were
placed into the kanban board’s backlog as tasks right after brainstorming sessions.
The backlog was divided into two categories; ‘to do’ and ‘requirements not met’.
The first category is self-explanatory, but the need for the second category became
obvious as good requirements for future implementation could be shared by different
stakeholders much earlier than they could be implemented. As tasks got done they
were moved to the ‘done’ category in true kanban fashion. [65], [66]

3.2 Menu design
Menu operation is a key concern as the patients might not be able to use their hands
in order to use standard VR game controllers in the acute early phase. With this
limitation in mind the game can be controlled in VR using a gaze-based UI which
only requires the ability to perform slight head tilt by the patient. Floating buttons
in the VR environment recenter themselves in front of the patient in case his gaze
wanders too far off from them. This is done to minimize the amount of neck rotation
the patient is required to be able to perform as the menu direction is not set as some
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constant direction that could be harder to look into in the real-world environment
due to the patient being constrained to a bed or chair. The buttons in the menu
can be pushed by looking at them for a few seconds, during which the button visibly
pulses with darker colors to signal an ongoing interaction. During menu operation
there is also a visible 3D model of a mouse cursor placed in the center of the patient’s
view to make focusing his gaze on a button easier. The main functionality of the
menu is to let the patient choose an exercise and a difficulty upon which the exercise
is started. After completing the exercise the patient is returned back to the menu.
The VR menu interface can be seen in Figure 3 and the menu hierarchy in Figure 4.
There is also a keyboard-operated UI that can be used by an assisting therapeutic
professional in case the patient is unable to operate the gaze-based UI.

There also exists a submenu for a radio which can be used to listen to some
common Finnish radio stations. Exercises themselves only feature subtle ambient
noise which can be overshadowed with music chosen by the patient. The ability
to choose background music was integrated into the system as listening to one’s
favourite music has been linked to better rehabilitation exercise outcomes. [45]

Figure 3: Gaze-based UI. Top row buttons translated from left to right are: ‘Accom-
plishments’, ‘Give feedback’, “Today’s exercises” and ‘Radio’. Bottom row buttons
are part of an infinite sideways scroller that contains all the possible exercises. The
exercises can be scrolled through by using the arrow buttons or by tilting one’s head
towards the wanted scrolling direction. Each exercise button has a 3D model of an
object in front of it which is a core part used in that particular exercise. This makes
differentiating between different exercise buttons easier.
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Figure 4: Menu hierarchy for the gaze-based UI. Squares correspond to accessible
menus and rectangles to actions that can be taken in a menu.

3.3 Hand exercise
An upper extremity exercise was outlined in a conference call early on in the project
planning phase. The initial information regarding this exercise placed all emphasis
on relaxing environments, the importance of patient motivation and guidance during
the exercise. For the first iteration of the exercise a forest setting was created along
with two giant adjacent hands about ten meters in front of the patient with their
palms facing towards the patient. One hand showed the correct finger angles which
the patient was supposed to match with his own hand. The other hand showed the
currently perceived finger angles. Once the patient had assumed the correct hand
pose, a progress bar above the hand would fill up after which a new hand pose would
be presented to the patient.

At this early stage two commercial input devices were considered; a sensor-
equipped CaptoGlove and a camera-based Leap Motion. The Leap Motion was
immediately ruled out due to possible occlusion in case some patients wouldn’t be
able to lift their paretic arms in front of the HMD. The same problem wouldn’t be
possible with the CaptoGlove which is why it was used for the first iteration of this
exercise. The CaptoGlove was later dropped due to reliability reasons as well as
for the fact that another subgroup inside the same research group was fabricating a
new prototype glove that could be used for this exercise. As this exercise focuses
on finger movement only, the glove also only needs to have sensors for the fingers.
Any extra sensors beyond that minimum capability could of course be used for other
future exercises. The details of the glove are discussed in section 3.7.

Later on the orientation of the hands was questioned as it was not easy to
understand due to not being in first person perspective. Patients with cognitive
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disabilities might have a hard time performing mental rotation of these hands to
their own perspective [21]. This lead to the final iteration of the exercise where the
giant hands were replaced by first person arms layered inside each other in different
colors and opacities. A solid green arm is used to show the target pose and an opaque
arm visualizes the patient’s current finger angles. This finalized visualization can be
seen in Figure 5. A more realistic breathing animation loop as well as visible arm
extrusion according to VR camera angle were added to make the experience feel
more natural. Otherwise the exercise routine was kept as is. Three difficulty levels
exists and affect the acceptable finger angle thresholds for poses. The exercise does
not feature any level of instruction.

Having a visible hand for the target finger angles facilitates observational practice
in which seeing the correct hand pose should help in learning to perform it. The poses
that are set as goals are drawn from a pool of possible poses at random. This adds
variance to exercise completion times as some poses might be easier to match for some
patients when compared to others. On it’s own this could be seen as a disadvantage
on measurability of patient’s progress by using exercise completion times over a
longer time period as a metric. If deemed necessary, this could be alleviated by
extending the exercise to include all the available poses. Having randomization in
exercises has been studied to positively affect motor ability retention [30], [31].

Figure 5: Hand exercise. The green hand shows a finger pose the patient has to
match. The transparent hand overlapping the green hand shows the patient’s finger
movements. A progress bar is hovering above the hands.

3.4 Balance exercise
The balance exercise was conceived during a brainstorming session with Savonia.
The exercise got its inception after Savonia personnel were introduced to the idea of
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a smart carpet. A standing type exercise using a sensor carpet was quickly ruled to
be out of scope for early phase stroke patients so the idea was pivoted to a smaller
device that could be used while sitting. One common exercise example provided by
the Savonia personnel was a simple weight shifting balance exercise.

Online searches for commercial posture tracking seat cushions with an open API
yielded no results so the option of using some similar commercial solution was out
of the question. The possibility of camera-based solutions were also ruled out as
those require more space and can be inaccurate on the leaning axis perpendicular to
the camera angle in case only one camera is used or parts of the body are occluded.
Instead of using a commercially available solution a prototype seat cushion was
fabricated to measure leaning. In order to properly facilitate the balance exercise the
cushion is required to be able to accurately measure leaning direction and amount.
The details on the seat cushion can be found in section 3.7.

The balance exercise setup requires a chair or bed on which the seat cushion is
placed and the patient will sit on. In the virtual space the patient is placed onboard
a raft in the middle of a sea. On the raft there is a mannequin sitting opposite to
the patient. Once the exercise begins large waves start coming from eight possible
directions one by one. The patient has to lean away from the incoming wave in
order to prevent the raft from sinking. Upon successfully evading being sunk for
long enough time the raft reaches a desert island and the exercise is finished. In case
the raft is sunk underwater a giant shark will swim towards the user and eat the
entire raft after which the exercise is restarted from the beginning. There are two
additional indicators to help the patient visualize the direction he should be leaning
towards. First is the mannequin sitting in front of the patient. The mannequin will
lean towards the required direction which the patient then has to mirror. The second
indicator is an arrow in front of the patient which will point to the correct leaning
direction. Both the mannequin and the arrow change color from red to green once
the patient is leaning to the correct direction by at least the required amount. The
indicators offer choice to the patient and only one of them is truly required. Either
one can be used as a reference for the leaning direction while ignoring the other.
Different difficulty levels of the exercise differ in the minimum amount of leaning
required from the patient, the speed of the waves, the frequency of waves and the
total duration of the exercise. The exercise instructions only include short audio
instructions for calibrating the sensors’ offset values in case dynamic calibration is
used. Otherwise there are no instructions at all. An example scene from the exercise
can be seen in Figure 6.

Having the mannequin show the required pose facilitates observational practice
which should improve the efficiency of the exercise. While the waves can only come
from eight directions the order in which the directions appear is randomized. In
a cycle of eight consecutive waves each possible direction will be used once after
which a new random cycle will begin. This is done in order to add an element of
randomization into the exercise, as also done in the glove exercise, which has been
studied to increase motor skill retention [30], [31].
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Figure 6: Balance exercise. A wave is approaching the patient from the right. In
order to tilt the raft correctly the patient will have to lean left. The mannequin in
front of the patient is showing where he is required to lean. A red arrow indicator
in the middle of a floating black circle is also pointing to the same required leaning
direction. Both the mannequin and the arrow are red because the player is currently
not leaning into the correct direction.

3.5 Walking exercise
A walking exercise was outlined in an early conference call along with the hand
exercise. Large emphasis was placed on the environment as is the case for the hand
exercise. For this reason the exercise takes place in the same forest environment as
the hand exercise. The provided information on the functional exercise requirements
was scarce with only the description of ‘10-meter walk’. The early iterations of the
walking exercise used a brightly coloured and constantly rotating floating orb as a
checkpoint in the corner of the play area. Upon reaching the orb a new one would
appear in the adjacent corner until a set amount of orbs were collected. This orb
was changed to a floating number which displayed the current checkpoint count after
concerns on the intuitiveness of the exercise arose. During a Kuopio brainstorming
session even the number indicator was deemed to be too unclear as it was constantly
rotating, thus being periodically mirrored from the patient’s point of view.

The sense of security during the walking exercise was another concern raised
during the same brainstorming workshop. People not accustomed to VR had trouble
walking naturally as they would be too wary of their surroundings in the room. A
later iteration of the exercise saw the removal of walk checkpoint rotation for clarity
and the addition of a play area border fence for added sense of security. The purpose
of the fence is to provide a stronger indicator of safe play area limits compared to the
default SteamVR chaperone which is visible only when close to the play area borders.
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The play area size for scaling the fence can be acquired by querying SteamVR for the
area bounds which are given during Vive setup. The fence and a floating checkpoint
can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Walking exercise. The exercise takes place in a forest with the patient’s
play area being clearly marked with a low fence. A yellow number in the corner of
the fence is indicating the location the patient will have to walk to next.

Savonia personnel also noted that walking in circles in the same direction could
cause dizziness, especially on a smaller play area. This was alleviated by making the
checkpoint spawning periodically alternate between clockwise and counter-clockwise
directions. In addition to these modifications the exercise goal of collecting a certain
amount of checkpoints was modified to take the play area size into account and
adjust the number of checkpoints accordingly. The exercise includes an instruction
video that is played before the exercise and floats in front of the patient.

3.6 Baking exercise
Common household chores were given as prime examples of easy to understand
exercises during multiple brainstorming sessions. Utilizing a familiar context also
promotes the relearning of ADL. According to Savonia personnel patients with
cognitive disabilities might not remember how to fully perform some common activities
any more. For this purpose a simple but realistic virtual kitchen was set up with
common baking ingredients placed on the kitchen counter alongside a bowl. The aim
of the exercise is to listen to audio instructions in order to know which ingredient
should be added into the bowl. Upon hearing the instructions the patient should
then reach for the correct ingredient, grab it using a Vive Controller and pour it
into the bowl as seen in Figure 8. If the poured ingredient was the correct one, an
audio instruction for the next ingredient would play. The exercise is completed after
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all the necessary ingredients have been poured into the bowl. In case the patient
is not able to find the correct ingredient in due time or misses the previous audio
instruction, the lights in the room will be dimmed while shining a spotlight on the
correct ingredient as seen in Figure 9.

Figure 8: Baking exercise. Patient is pouring flour into a bowl using a Vive controller.

Figure 9: Baking exercise. The correct ingredient has not been found in less than
15 seconds. Therefore the lights in the room have been dimmed and a spotlight is
shining on the ingredient.
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The ingredients are placed quite far away from the edge of the kitchen counter to
encourage the patient to reach for them by extending their arm. Because the kitchen
counter only exists in the virtual space, walking through it to grab the ingredients
without extending one’s arm is technically possible. However, the natural reaction in
immersive VR is to avoid bumping into the counter which in turn intuitively guides
the patient into trying to reach the ingredients by extending his arm. This kind of
psychological constraint is similar to CIMT with the main difference that we do not
physically restrict the patient at all. A psychological constraint has already been
tested to work in VR [32]. The ingredients themselves have their physics disabled
which means they aren’t affected by any collision rules or gravity. This was done
to avoid the ingredients dropping on the floor or rolling out of reach, potentially
resulting in the exercise suddenly becoming much harder if not impossible for the
patient to complete. This exercise was the last one in line for implementation and
only had time for one round of the PDCA cycle before user testing. Only one difficulty
level currently exists for the exercise as the feedback from the PDCA cycle should
be used to determine how to correctly implement varying difficulty levels.

The exercise routine of reaching for different objects was chosen because it
is a difficult but necessary movement the patients should try to relearn. These
kind of pointing movements are usually more segmented, less accurate and involve
compensating with the trunk when performed by patients using their paretic arm.
In comparison an unimpaired subject is able to perform this motion in a smooth and
well-coordinated way without displacing their trunk. [67], [68]

The exercise uses an external focus on moving the ingredients instead of instructing
the patient to move some body part directly. Using an external focus has been
studied to improve the quality of motor skill exercises. To further facilitate this no
instructions on using the Vive controller are given to avoid taking the focus away
from ingredients by highlighting the physical controller. After the patient becomes
familiar with the controller it should work as a natural extension of the patient’s
hand without drawing too much attention from the task at hand. Therefore adding
constant instructions on using the Vive controller might shift the focus away from
the ingredients. [29]

According to the Savonia personnel the Vive controllers are not well suited
for rehabilitation exercises as they need to be constantly gripped by the patient.
The controllers cannot facilitate an exercise in which spastic grabbing, which is
characteristic to stroke patients, could be avoided. For this reason it is recommended
to use controllers that support locational tracking but do not require to be actively
held and are instead attached to the hand directly. One recent commercial solution
fitting these requirements are the Valve Index Controllers but due to availability
issues the user tests were carried out using the standard Vive controllers. For future
reference the Vive controllers should be substituted with the Valve Index controllers
or some other input device fitting the aforementioned requirements. The baking
exercise is also the only part of the whole VR rehabilitation system that uses the
Vive controllers.
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3.7 Devices
HMD-based VR has traditionally been very expensive, costing up to 10,000 $ with
additional programming toolkit and game engine licensing fees added into the total
cost [69]. After the launch of Oculus Rift and HTC Vive in 2016 the hardware has
become much more affordable. Currently many popular game engines such as Unreal
Engine 4, Unity or Godot can be used for only royalties based on gross revenue or
for completely free [70]–[72].

The exergame was run on a gaming-grade computer equipped with an Nvidia
GeForce GTX 1080 graphics card for the first user test and with an Nvidia RTX
2070 graphics card for the second user test. The HMD used was a HTC Vive Pro
which has a resolution of 2880x1600 pixels, 110 degree field of view and refresh rate
of 90 Hz [73].

The game engine of choice for the VR simulation was Unreal Engine 4.22. Serial
communication from prototype input devices could be read in the engine with an
additional plugin UE4Duino [74]. As the plugin did not feature any device detection
a COM port scanner solution was added on top of it in the Unreal Engine side to
avoid having to separately specify the used port number for each test computer. A
single sensor reading from each sensor was read for each rendered in-game frame.
The prototype devices consistently produced sensor data at a higher rate than the
game engine could consume it. Thus, the bottle neck in sensor device sampling rate
was always the frame rate of the game which was limited to the 90 Hz refresh rate of
the HTC Vive Pro HMD.

The prototype sensor devices constructed specifically for VR exercises relied on
an Arduino Nano microcontroller which would be used to gather and relay sensor
readings to the desktop computer. The Arduino would also be responsible for sensor
noise filtering by utilizing a simple moving average of each sensor value. Having the
noise filtering be done in the Arduino results in a lower input latency compared to if
the filtering would be done in Unreal Engine due to the frame rate, and thus the
sampling rate, being lower than Arduino sampling rate.

To facilitate the balance exercise in section 3.4 a prototype seat cushion was
fabricated. The main requirement for the cushion is to be able to measure leaning
direction. It also needs to be accurate enough to differentiate between leaning
intensities.

For the first iteration a sheet of fabric was equipped with capacitive sensors to
monitor leaning whilst sitting in a chair. This fast prototype was shown to Savonia
alongside the VR exercise in a later brainstorming session. During this brainstorming
session the VR exercise was generally accepted but the sensor device prototype itself
was verified to be too inaccurate for actual use.

For the second iteration of the seat cushion a square-shaped sensor-equipped
pillow was fabricated. It could be placed on a chair in a similar manner and tell the
leaning direction and leaning amount of the patient. The sensors in the pillow are
parallel plate capacitors fabricated out of conductive textiles which were glued onto
different sides of the pillow casing. One side of the pillow casing has a single large
31x31 cm conductive area while the other has four smaller 10x10 cm conductive areas
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placed into the pillow corners. Each conductive area is attached to a conductive wire
using a snap fastener. The pillow structure can be seen in Figures 10, 11 and 12.
As all the smaller conductive areas share the same opposite plate, this design only
allows for measuring capacitances of each corner in series. The advantages of using
this method are reduced amount of cables attached to the pillow and simplified
microcontroller code. Having to measure capacitances in series instead of measuring
the sensor values in parallel did not cause a reduction in the perceived sensor sampling
rate as it was still limited by the HMD refresh rate. While the pillow doesn’t fit the
definition of wearable technology it is still a sensor device that does not give out the
impression of containing any electronics and doesn’t have to be actively focused on
when performing exercises.

Figure 10: Sensor pillow’s parallel plate capacitor structure. Each of the four top
capacitor plates (blue) shares the same opposite plate (red). Each conductive area has
a snap fastener with a conductive wire soldered onto it which can then be attached
to the Arduino.

Figure 11: A compressible material between the top and bottom conductive layers
allows the capacitance of each parallel plate capacitor to change in accordance to
applied pressure.
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Figure 12: The complete sensor pillow. The top and bottom conductive layers are
attached to the insides of the pillow casing. The compressible material in between
the layers is not attached to anything and can be replaced if necessary.

A sensor-equipped glove was fabricated in order to enable the hand exercise. The
main requirement for the glove is to be able to measure finger bending for each finger
individually. The sensing accuracy also acts as a limiting factor for the angular
resolution that can be used in the hand exercise.

The sensors in the glove are made from piezoresistive velostat strips which have
their both sides connected to the Arduino with an additional resistor in series in
order to measure a change in the voltage split between the sensor and the resistor.
These sensor strips are then placed on the glove in regions that either bend along
with the wearer’s fingers or have pressure applied on them when the wearer’s hand is
grabbing something. The earliest iterations of the glove featured sensors only in their
fingers to facilitate the exercise. The following iterations saw the addition of more
sensors and more importantly tweaks to the existing sensor size and placement. The
size and placement of the sensors in the back of the fingers is crucial as an incorrectly
sized or positioned sensor might not detect finger bending at all. This problem was
especially prevalent with the first iteration of the glove.

The sensor count in the final version of the glove totals 18 with sensors being
placed on top of each finger, knuckle, fingertip and an extra three sensors in the
palm. Due to the Arduino Nano having less than 18 pins for reading sensor values, a
multiplexer was used to enable connecting all sensors to the microcontroller. The
sensors are connected to the back of the glove with conductive yarns in order to
lessen the presence of hard electronics in the glove. The sensors and their connections
are also laminated to make them more durable. The glove can be seen in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Sensor glove. Back of the sensor glove (left) with velostat pressure sensors
on each finger and knuckle. Palm of the sensor glove (right) with velostat pressure
sensors on each finger tip and an additional three in the palm for measuring grabbing
force.

3.8 Sensor-based motion tracking
Both the glove and the pillow have unique sensors and sensor placements. The
sensors can also vary in size and shape. This leads to the sensors having different
offsets and value ranges under normal operation. Under these conditions different
alternatives to interpreting sensor values were tested in order to find the one most
suitable for use.

Dynamic calibration between the minimum and maximum values for each sensor
was tested first. In this approach the minimum and maximum of each read sensor
value is kept track of. The minimum value can be used to negate the constant
offset in the sensor values. The difference between the minimum and maximum
can be mapped to some real-world value range such as finger bend angle or lean
direction and amount. The calibration logic can be seen in Figure 14. A very similar
glove calibration procedure has already been used in a previous study with the main
difference of only recording the minimum and maximum values before actual use, not
during it [75]. This method requires the user to start the session by introducing the
minimum and maximum values to the system. In the case of the glove this means
flexing all your fingers once while for the pillow the user has to do an extreme circular
leaning motion that goes through all the leaning directions. The main disadvantage
with this approach is that the calibration process can easily go wrong and lead to a
wrong offset and range being applied to some sensors. Noisy sensors can also result in
otherwise impossible minimum and maximum values. Another disadvantage is that
post-stroke patients in the acute phase may not be able to perform the calibration
process at all due to their limited motor capabilities. For these reasons this first
approach was not used in the final system.
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Figure 14: Dynamic calibration between observed minimum and maximum sensor
values. Output is multiplier M which can be used to get a finger bend angle or a
leaning amount on one axis by multiplying it with a sensor value.

When designing more accurate gesture or motion tracking systems one needs to
have a frame of reference to make a base for inferred values outputted by the new
model. This is often called the ground truth and can be acquired mainly in three
ways. The first way is to define some calibration gestures that can be performed by
the user and use the acquired calibration data as the ground truth. The second way
is to use an existing training data set in case the input data from the new system
is similar in format. The third way is to use an existing system in tandem with
the new system to find a correlation between the input sensor values of the new
system and the output values of the existing system. If another gesture tracking
system or a labelled data set is available, it may be later used simultaneously with
the newly developed tracking solution in order to determine the accuracy of the new
system. This accuracy measurement is limited by the accuracy of the original system
or data set that is used for comparison. If the ground truth contains data on people
of different shapes and sizes it should lead to better cross-user compatibility.

The second calibration approach used in this thesis relied on recording a ground
truth data set and using polynomial fitting to find coefficients that could be used
for pose estimation. The main idea in this approach is to first record sensor values
corresponding to given predetermined real-world values such as finger bend angle
or lean direction and amount. After this data set of real-world values and their
corresponding sensor values has been recorded, it can be used to determine coeffi-
cients and constant offsets of each sensor in order to map them to their real-world
counterparts. Compared to the calibration between minimum and maximum values
we can now also try different degrees of polynomial fits in practice as we have more
information to work with. The calibration procedure can be seen in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Regression fitting procedure. Verification based on plotted data is done
in order to quickly eliminate unsuitable candidates. The yellow steps relate to the
Python work flow. The green and violet steps relate to the Unreal Engine work flow.

The ground truth data sets for the glove and pillow were obtained using the
following methods. In the case of the glove an animated hand was placed on
screen doing a slow and simple looping movement. The developer wearing the glove
matched this movement with his own hand while the system recorded the sensor
values corresponding to the finger bend angles visible on screen. The virtual hand
can be seen in Figure 16. In the case of the pillow the HMD was leveraged for
obtaining the ground truth leaning directions and amounts. The developer had to sit
on the pillow while wearing the HMD and simply lean in different directions. The
real-world leaning values could be calculated from the HMD’s location in the virtual
world relative to the anchor starting location in the virtual world. As a brief note,
this approach is only viable if the user does not tilt his neck and does not move
or rotate the chair from the starting position during recording. Moving the chair
would be incorrectly interpreted as leaning while rotating the chair would misalign
the intended leaning axis. Therefore the HMD’s location shouldn’t be used as the
means of inferring leaning values in the final system.
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Figure 16: Glove calibration data collection. Index, middle, ring and pinky fingers are
performing a looping gripping motion which the user wearing the glove is matching.
Sensor data and finger bend angles are collected simultaneously. Thumb is calibrated
separately in a similar manner.

The regression analysis was done with Python using the scikit-learn library
employing the least squares method [76]. The prerecorded data would be first read
from a file. Then the sensor readings and their corresponding real-world values would
be offset by some amount of samples in order to account for the added delay of the
simple moving average used in the Arduino code for noise filtering. The optimal
amount of artificial sample delay could be found with trial and error and verified
by plotting the actual data against predictions made from the same data as well as
trying the values in the actual system. After the prerecorded data had been analyzed
the coefficients and offsets were written into a separate file which could be read by
Unreal Engine at runtime. Figure 17 shows an example fit of pillow sensor data to
leaning values. Both linear and second degree polynomial fits were tested for the
pillow and glove. For the final system a linear fit was used for the pillow and a second
degree polynomial fit for the glove. These degrees were chosen by testing the system
with different degree polynomial fits and using one’s subjective perception of accuracy
as the measurement. The main advantage of this regression fitting approach is that
no calibration needs to be done by the patient. The disadvantage is that different
body shapes, especially in the case of the glove, can make the exercises harder or
easier depending on the differences between the person who originally recorded the
data and the patient using the system.
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Figure 17: Linear fit of pillow sensor values to leaning values. Top figure shows
actual recorded leaning values and their corresponding fitted leaning values. Bottom
figure shows sums of sensor values as given by Arduino. X-axis in both figures is
sample index. Y-axis in the top figure is leaning amount. Y-axis in the bottom figure
is the sensor value.

The sensor glove finger bend angle estimation was fitted using a second degree
polynomial curve. The second degree fit was chosen after comparing first, second
and third degree fits in practice. The model is very simple as each finger bend angle
αi is determined by a single sensor value si for that finger. Each finger angle αi has
a constant offset ci and a coefficient ak for each degree k.

αi = ci +
k∑︂

n=1
ansi (1)

The pillow was tested with two different Arduino codes during the regression
analysis. The first code simply outputted the four sensor values after noise reduction.
The second version outputted four different sums of the sensor values after noise
reduction; sum of front sensor values, sum of back sensor values, sum of left sensor
values and sum of right sensor values. The first approach yielded near unusable
results after regression while the second yielded a consistently more accurate model
for leaning detection. This is due to the ability to make sideways leaning coefficients
for front and back sensor sums zero and similarly for left and right sensor sums.
A coefficient of zero doesn’t let a sensor value sum affect lean value predictions
outside of its own assigned axis, meaning that left and right sensor sums shouldn’t
affect leaning on front/back axis. Calculation of leaning x,y-coordinates from sensor
values can be seen in equations 2 and 3. The x-coordinate corresponds to sideways
leaning while the y-coordinate corresponds to the forwards and backwards axis. si
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corresponds to sensor value of index i and adirection to a coefficient used to multiply
the sensor value pair sum for a given leaning direction. Constants cx and cy are
either calibrated at the beginning of the session to align the user’s default position
or predetermined during the linear fitting. Predetermined constant offsets were used
for the first user test in Kuopio and dynamically calibrated offsets for the second
user test in Aalto University. A coordinate of (0, 0) is interpreted as the default
position where the user is sitting straight. The sensor indexing and their physical
locations can be seen in Figure 18. The advantage of summing sensor values si

instead of making a pillow with separate front, back, left and right sensors is the
larger total sensor area provided by the used approach. This in turn should make
the sensor readings more consistent because of there being smaller dead zones where
applied pressure would not cause a significant increase in sensor values. The same
mathematical approach could also be used by rotating the axis by 45 degrees and
not summing the sensor values. The sensor summing method is a comparably easier
approach that should yield very similar results.

x =
[︂
aleft aright

]︂
∗

[︄
s0 + s2
s1 + s3

]︄
+ cx (2)

y =
[︂
afront aback

]︂
∗

[︄
s0 + s1
s2 + s3

]︄
+ cy (3)

Figure 18: Pillow sensor indexing used in equations 2 and 3. Directions correspond
to the user’s perspective whilst sitting on a chair.

Some previous studies on hand pose estimation measure their system’s accuracy
by comparing the hand joint angles to a ground truth. The ground truth can be any
sufficiently accurate base data set that is comparable to the joint angles outputted
by the system. The ground truth is often used to create the necessary training data
for the system itself. Some examples of acquiring ground truth in previous studies
are as follows. Image or video estimation can get its ground truth from already
existing and more precise video-based systems [77] or readily available image datasets
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with pre-labelled joint angles [78]. Alternatively the ground truth can also rely on
a commercial sensor glove to record finger bend angles in tandem with the video
capture [79]. An experimental glove has also relied on a pose estimation system using
a depth-sensing camera to obtain its ground truth [80]. It is important to note that
the available labelled data sets might contain inaccuracies introduced during manual
labelling. If used for training this can lead to a sub-par pose tracking system. A
more robust labelling system has been suggested as a solution to this problem. [81]

3.9 Evaluation methods
This thesis uses qualitative measurements collected from questionnaires and video.
This approach was chosen in order to get necessary data for further developing the
VR exercises, instruction methods and exercise settings inside the system as well as to
get the initial evaluation for input devices from patients and physiotherapy students.
Quantitative measurement metrics, such as BI or FMA, were not used due to the
patients being past their acute-treatment phase of stroke rehabilitation as well as the
wait time required for a motor skill retention test also being out of the time scope of
this thesis [5, p. 25–26], [26]. The qualitative approach was used because the patients
could still give valuable input as people who have undergone acute-phase stroke
rehabilitation. The fact that some of the patients were still partially missing their
finer motor skills or had other disabilities also provided the opportunity to highlight
lacking aspects in system design which would not be obvious to an unimpaired test
user. As the input devices were in the early prototype-phase, there was some concern
about their durability and cross-user suitability from the outset.

In this thesis the approach used for accuracy verification of the glove and pillow
for given calibration parameters is subjective. No numeric benchmarking was done
and the calibration procedure was performed only by one individual. The subjective
verification of the acquired calibration values was done by simply using the glove or
pillow and observing the corresponding representation inside the virtual world. By
using this method it is not possible to fine-tune the calibrated values to the point
where the real and virtual world values would perfectly correspond to each other. This
is acceptable as long as the prototype device used for the exercise yields noticeably
inaccurate sensor values due to repeatability issues and acts as the limiting factor
for the accuracy. Predetermining the regression fit values does ease the use of the
system as users don’t have to perform the calibration procedure. The disadvantage
of this approach is worse cross-user compatibility as the devices cannot account for
different shapes and sizes of the hand and body.

3.10 User tests
Two qualitative user tests were carried out using the system. The first user test
was carried out in cooperation with Savonia University of Applied Science between
September and November of 2019. Small groups of physiotherapy students from
Savonia freely tried out the system with their assigned volunteer patients for one
session. The patients used for this test were assigned by Savonia and related to other
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course work given to the students. As the sample size was already set out to be fairly
small no explicit inclusion or exclusion criteria were set. The patients would also fill
out consent forms given by Savonia prior to testing. The aim of this user test was
to familiarize the students and patients with the system to find out which features
were considered usable and which were not. The inclusion of patients was crucial
as they might be able to pinpoint shortcomings in the system that could be easily
missed by an unimpaired test user. The students were given a hands on introduction
to using the system as well as written instructions prior to testing while the patients
didn’t receive any prior instructions. No particular tasks were given to the students
or the patient to perform during the test. Instead the patients could freely try out
the system with assistance from their student group for as long as they liked during
the session. After user testing both the students and their patients filled out their
respective questionnaires. The aim of this user test was to find out the usability
of the wearable devices and if they could be used in a rehabilitation scenario as
well as to verify which parts of the virtual system worked well and which required
improvements. Familiarizing the students with the possibilities and limitations of
a basic VR rehabilitation environment would help them give out more applicable
improvement suggestions for the exercises.

A total of six volunteer patients participated in the first user test. The patients
had varying disabilities such as Parkinson’s disease, post-stroke disabilities, multiple
sclerosis and polymyaglia rheumatica as seen in Table 3. All of these conditions limit
one’s motor abilities. The patients have had their disabilities diagnosed 3 to 26 years
prior to the user testing.

Table 3: Patients participating in the testing.

Patient
number

Disabilities related to motor function (year
of diagnosis)

1 Parkinson’s disease (2011), Parkinson’s plus (2015).
2 Parkinson’s disease (2005), stroke (2005).
3 Stroke (2016).
4 Stroke (2009).
5 Multiple sclerosis (1993).
6 Multifocal acquired sensorimotor neuropathy

(2007), polymyaglia rheumatica.

The second user test was carried out in Aalto University during September of 2019
and included only unimpaired test subjects fluent in Finnish. The aim of this user
test was to find out the usability of the system in a quantifiable manner with a large
focus on the use of instructions in VR. The requirement of Finnish speaking testers
was therefore important as translating text and audio during the test would interfere
with the test setting. Different exercises included in this test had purposefully very
different forms of instructions and input devices embedded in them. The differing
levels of instruction were used to map out which types and amounts of instructions
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should be used in the future. The purpose of using both off the shelf VR controllers
in addition to prototype input devices was to establish a comparable baseline for the
prototype devices.

The second user test was conducted using bodystorming by placing the user in
the role of a stroke patient. At the start of the test the user was given the role of
a Finnish man named Jorma, a carpenter at the age 63 with a left-sided paralysis
resultant from a stroke suffered two weeks ago. Jorma usually requires a walking
aid, in this setting an office chair, for walking around during the walking exercise
or has other difficulties walking normally. To get the testers acquainted with their
assigned persona’s they were given some time before starting the test to practice
walking around using the office chair as a walking aid. Specific emphasis was given
to avoiding placing large amounts of weight on the left foot. If necessary, adjusting
the HMD was to be done with the unimpaired limb. The user acting as the patient
was given the task of completing his scheduled exercises. The exercise schedule
consisted of three walking exercises, baking exercises, sitting balance exercises and
one hand exercise. All exercises were to be completed on the easiest difficulty and
the exercise set was made clear to the user before entering VR. The exercise schedule
was also preprogrammed into the system and could be found from an easy to use
list behind a button that shows scheduled exercises, although this was not explicitly
stated to the user at any point. Alternatively the user could manually select the
appropriate exercise and difficulty. The test facilitator acted as the physiotherapist
and mainly helped with connecting input devices and assisted in putting the glove
on or moving obstacles out of the way. The facilitator would also verbally signal
remaining exercises upon an exercise completion. No additional instructions on using
the system were given to the user at the beginning of the test in order to assess the
intuitiveness of the system. Additional help would be given only if the user requested
it after trying some wrong approach for a reasonable amount of time without finding
a solution. In case the test subject couldn’t use the gaze menu properly the facilitator
would get confirmation from the user that he required help and start the correct
exercise using the keyboard UI. This could most likely happen if the user wouldn’t
understand how to find the button for the correct exercise. Explaining the gaze menu
was avoided due to the availability of the keyboard UI which could be used to move
the test forward. This was done in order to give the user multiple opportunities to
figure out how to use the gaze-based UI. The bodystorming part of the user test
took approximately 40 minutes to complete.

The users filled out a consent form prior to beginning the test. Both in-game
and real-world video of the test were captured in addition to filling out a post-test
questionnaire. The questionnaire questions mainly used a five-point likert scale and
were focused on different user experience aspects of the system such as effectiveness,
efficiency, satisfaction, comprehensibility or guidance. Purposes for these categories
can be seen in Table 4.
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Table 4: Descriptions for different categories present in the second user test question-
naire.

Category Target area
Effectiveness How easily can one complete the given

tasks using the system.
Efficiency Ease of use, system response time and

time investment for completing tasks.
Satisfaction Immersion and overall satisfaction.
Comprehensibility Intuitiveness of the system and the

effect of distractions in the VR
environment.

Guidance Clarity of given instructions.
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4 Results and analysis

4.1 First user test
The first user test was performed by groups of Savonia physiotherapy students and
their corresponding volunteer patients. A total of six patients took part in the
user test. In addition to this two neurological physiotherapy lecturers and two
physiotherapists from Savonia gave feedback on the system. The test itself consisted
of one session of free form use of the system with no given tasks. Data was collected
in the form of post-test questionnaires. There were separate questionnaires for the
students and their patients. Video recording of one of the test sessions was also
captured.

The sensor pillow broke during the first few weeks of testing. Therefore only
limited data on the related balance exercise was included in the patient post-test
questionnaires. The students had a chance to use the pillow in a working state during
their training session for the VR system which took place prior to patient testing.
The pillow was inspected and retrieved from Kuopio for repairs promptly after the
breakage occurred. The fixed version of the pillow was later used in the second user
test.

The summary of the patients’ post-test questionnaires is as follows. The mean
age of patients was 64.5 with a standard deviation of 9.9 years. The minimum and
maximum ages were 46 and 73. Three of the patients had tried VR rehabilitation
once during the last year. The results varied widely in terms of overall usability
and motivation, mostly consisting of neutral or negative scores. Overall the poorer
answer scores related to these areas were accompanied by additional remarks about
technical difficulties that had occurred. Patients generally agreed that the exercise
environments were clear and did not distract them from their current exercises. The
difficulty of the exercises was regarded as either too easy, sufficiently challenging or
too hard. The patients also perceived the motivation to do VR exercises in very
different ways. One patient felt the exercises to be too simple while another felt they
were unclear. Another patient had a higher level of motivation as it “was pleasant to
do exercises in an unaware manner, because it felt like the game world pulled you in”.
The patients did not see these particular exercises being very suitable for their own
rehabilitation. The reasons for these answers were either due to the patients already
having too high physical capabilities, encountering too many technical difficulties or
simply not liking the implemented VR exercises. The sense of security was perceived
as neutral. The major contributing factor given for these answers was the HMD
cable which restricts movement in exercises that cannot be completed in a sitting
position.

The summary of the student post-test questionnaires is as follows. The students
perceived the devices as difficult to use. In case a better score was given it was
accompanied with additional remarks that stated the basic working principles for the
prototype devices to be simple, but technical difficulties making them harder to use.
Suggestions for improvements were reported as follows; exercise difficulty should be
more scalable, bimanual exercises should be included, the HMD needs to be wireless
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to improve safety and the material of the gloves could be more elastic or there should
exist different sizes of the glove. Concern about the possibility of motion sickness in
the balance exercise was raised although no record of anyone experiencing motion
sickness during the tests exists. To alleviate the possibility of motion sickness one
group proposed a dodging-type game in which the same kind of balancing motions
could be facilitated. The students were also asked about what kind of data they
would consider necessary to be collected. These include; exercise repetition counts,
exercise duration, exercise time and frequency, oral feedback on patient’s feelings and
mood, success percentage and visual representation of the executed movements. The
numerical data was wanted in table form. The collected data would be perceived as
beneficial for physiotherapists, patients and their relatives.

Savonia lecturers, physiotherapists and one student group noted that the baking
exercise could be further worked on by adding more complex actions such as opening
drawers or putting ingredients back to their places after use. Both professionals and
students highlighted the importance of introducing bimanual exercises. Professionals,
students and patients all agreed on the need to switch to wireless devices and saw
the existing cables as major hindrances.

Some students had also collected a separate list of encountered bugs or other
issues. These include minor software bugs, the glove exercise bending virtual fingers
in the opposite direction in regards to real finger movement and difficulties using the
pillow in case the patient is using a wheelchair. Some students also reported a crash
bug that was later confirmed to relate to Unreal Engine’s audio mixer.

4.2 Second user test
The second user test was performed with clearly outlined tasks using nine unimpaired
test subjects. The collected information was a post-test questionnaire, video and
screen capture. The questionnaire had five-point likert scale questions and some
more free form overall questions regarding the indicator usage in the sitting balance
exercise as well as general comments about the system in general. The questionnaire
results can be seen in Figures 19 and 20. The mean age for users was 31 with a
standard deviation of 9.2 years. The minimum and maximum ages were 24 and 48
respectively. One of the users was female and the rest were males. Three users had
never tried VR before. Answers to questionnaire question ‘The scenery inside the
virtual world distracted me from the task at hand’ should be inverted for quantitative
analysis as all the other questions have their ‘Strongly agree’ option correspond to a
positive result. This has been done in order to get the quantitative results seen in
Table 5.
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Table 5: Mean scores obtained from different questionnaire categories. Uses five-point
likert scale as follows: 1=‘Strongly disagree’, 2=‘Disagree’, 3=‘Neutral’, 4=‘Agree’
and 5=‘Strongly agree’.

Tested part Effecti-
veness

Efficiency Satis-
faction

Comprehen-
sibility

Guidance

Gaze-operated
UI

4.1 4.0 4.0 4.1 3.8

Glove exercise 3.0 3.2 3.2 4.3 3.9
Baking exercise 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.3 3.9
Walking exercise 4.5 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.8
Balance exercise 3.7 3.6 3.7 3.9 2.9

Figure 19: Box plot of questionnaire results regarding the gaze-operated menu. Uses
five-point likert scale as follows: 1=‘Strongly disagree’, 2=‘Disagree’, 3=‘Neutral’,
4=‘Agree’ and 5=‘Strongly agree’.
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Figure 20: Box plot of questionnaire results regarding different exercises used in
the test. Uses five-point likert scale as follows: 1=‘Strongly disagree’, 2=‘Disagree’,
3=‘Neutral’, 4=‘Agree’ and 5=‘Strongly agree’.

According to the questionnaire results the gaze menu was generally regarded as
an efficient system that took some time to learn. This result aligns with the fact
that there were no instructions given on using the gaze-menu. Only three testers
realized they could more easily access the remaining exercises by using the "today’s
exercises" button. The walking and baking exercises got better overall results in most
categories compared to the glove and balance exercises. This can be attributed to
many reasons in the different categories. The difference in task completion efficiency
was most likely due to the walking and baking exercises using only the commercial
HMD and VR controllers which have been refined past their prototype phases. The
sensor glove would occasionally show completely inaccurate finger positions for some
fingers due to the sensors being misaligned from their intended locations and the
difference in user hand shape and size. Two users could not complete the glove
exercise at all and for some users the glove position on the tester’s hand had to be
adjusted in order to get all fingers to bend in the virtual world.

The balance exercise using the sensor pillow was generally regarded as slightly
better compared to the glove exercise in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and satis-
faction. The pillow was considerably more accurate compared to the glove. Still, its
position on the chair had to sometimes be adjusted in case the pillow had misaligned
as the user sat down on it. Leaning forwards was not always registered for taller
users as they had their feet on the ground preventing additional pressure from being
applied to the front sensors of the pillow.
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The level and type of instructions varied in the exercises. The walking exercise
had very specific, long video instruction repeated before each trial. The baking
exercise relied on short audio instructions on which ingredient to pour into the bowl
but did not include any hints on operating the Vive controller. The balance exercise
only included instructions to sit straight for a few seconds at the start of the exercise
for calibration purposes. Finally, the glove exercise was left without any instructions.
This translates into varying results in the guidance category. The balance exercise
had a drastically lower score in that category. This can be attributed to the fact that
as an exercise it is the most alien while simultaneously lacking clear instructions on
how the exercise should be completed. Meanwhile the glove exercise got a relatively
high guidance score as it could be completed without any instructions most likely
due to its simplicity. The amount of instruction given at the beginning of the walking
exercise proved to be too much as three users requested to have the ability to skip
the instruction video or remove it completely after a few exercise completions. This
instruction overdose translates to the clearly highest guidance score. Seeing the
same instruction video three times during the same session is therefore too much.
The instruction video system already skips the video if the user has completed the
exercise a set amount of times. For testing purposes the required amount of times
was increased to a large number in order to specifically force the instruction video to
always play.

While the scenery inside the virtual world was mostly regarded as immersive and
not distractive, the more alien setting used in the sitting balance exercise was more
distractive. This could be due to multiple reasons. First off there were multiple
indicators instructing the user on how he should lean. Additionally the incoming
wave could also add to an information overload with its loud spatial sound cue. Upon
failure the user would also be locked from doing anything for the duration of the
shark attack after which the exercise would be restarted.

The scenery in the baking exercise was perceived as the least distracting. One
notable difference when compared to the other environments is the lack of background
noise and moving scenery. There is no audio other than the short instructions. Both
the forest and ocean environments have ambient noise. The forest environment
includes swaying grass and the sea environment consists mostly of moving parts. It
might be beneficial to at least lessen the presence of background audio and reduce
the constant movement in the surrounding environment. The kitchen is also a closed
space which can be taken in at a few glances and familiarized much quicker than the
other environments.

No instructions to avoid walking inside the kitchen counter were given and the
users weren’t told that the baking exercise was meant specifically for an arm reaching
movement. The test area had also been purposefully set in a manner that left the
inside of the kitchen counter physically accessible in the real world. The kitchen
counter used in the baking exercise proved to act as a perceived obstacle just as
hypothesized. All of the users clearly avoided stepping inside the counter even though
it would have made reaching the ingredients easier.
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4.3 Next steps
This subsection contains analysis of the user tests as well as suggestions for short-term
goals on improving the system. The proposed improvements are able to be realized
using existing knowledge and the user test results.

The first prototype wearable used in the project was the sensor glove. In its
current state many users had difficulties using the glove as it would often change
sensor ranges for individual fingers mid-exercise due to the sensors moving along with
the stretching fabric. As a fix for these issues the next iteration of the glove should
be made with the following considerations in mind. It should feature a mechanism
to prevent excessive sensor displacement due to fabric stretching. For this purpose
fastening straps could be used which also promotes repeatability due to a more
standard wearing procedure. A design with sizeable openings in different places
could also better fit a larger variety of hand types. On software side the glove should
have an on-the-fly calibration procedure that is viable for stroke patients. While
the patients’ physical capabilities rule out the use of full finger motion to calibrate
the glove, a calibrating gesture by placing the user’s hand against a table should
still be possible. This would let the system have dynamic constant offsets for finger
bending but still use the predetermined coefficients for the polynomially fitted curves.
The sensor values read from the pressure sensors in a predetermined hand pose
could also enable figuring out the patient’s hand size automatically. The hand size
information could be further used to include different predetermined coefficient values
more suitable for different approximate hand sizes. For example there could exist
different configurations for small, medium and large hand sizes.

In this thesis the accuracy of the glove based on the fitted parameters was
evaluated subjectively. In case the future iterations of the glove become more
accurate an objective accuracy measurement method should be adopted. Many of the
hand tracking solutions referenced in this thesis rely on more accurate camera-based
solutions to establish their accuracy measurements on. The same approach should
be used when subjective methods cannot be used to distinguish a noticeable change
in tracking accuracy. Using a more reliable ground truth is essential to achieving
fine-grained accuracy.

It is therefore vital to change the subjective approach to a more quantifiable
one where the prototype system is used in tandem with a more accurate system.
Comparing tracking results between the systems will yield the accuracy of the proto-
type system. The limitation with this approach is that the accuracy errors already
present in the reference system limit the highest possible accuracy measurement
of the compared prototype system. In case the prototype system would be more
accurate than the reference system this comparison method cannot be used to verify
that.

The sensor pillow worked more accurately compared to the glove and needed
its position to be adjusted less frequently. Standing up numerous times to adjust
the pillow’s position on the chair can still become cumbersome for patients with
stroke. This problem could be easily avoided in the future by adding laces or straps
to the pillow that could then be used to attach it to the chair. Taller users also had
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problems using the pillow as their feet were firmly against the ground which in turn
prevented further pressure from being applied to the front sensors of the pillow. This
can be easily fixed by using a chair that can be adjusted for a higher elevation. The
user’s feet do not need to be completely off the ground as a light contact with the
ground still allows noticeable pressure to be applied to the pillow’s front sensors.
Thus, the pillow doesn’t require an unnatural sitting pose.

The prototype devices were perceived as difficult to use due to many technical
problems during the first user test. One reason for this is that the UE4Duino plugin
sometimes failed to retrieve full lines of sensor data during the session, which could be
fixed by rebooting the game environment. In addition to this the HMD wire resulted
in a lowered sense of security for the patients. Using wireless implementations could
be used to increase the sense of security. Wireless HMD solutions already exist in
the consumer market. In addition to this the technical difficulties could be mitigated
at the same time as switching from UE4Duino plugin to a more standard Bluetooth
interface could help avoid the shortcomings of the UE4Duino plugin.

In the baking exercise the kitchen counter proved to work as an obstacle without
having a real physical presence. While the guidance by visual obstacle worked as
intended it also presents a new safety hazard. A person could possibly instinctively
try leaning on the counter in order to better reach the ingredients, thus resulting
in a fall. Due to this the exercise should be adapted strictly for a seated position.
Alternatively a real table could be placed in the kitchen counter’s location. This
would in turn limit the space for other exercises. Another way to use visual guidance
in order to restrict movement could be to place a void such as a bottomless pit in the
restricted area instead of a visually solid obstacle. No falls were reported in the user
studies but the possibility of falling should still be kept in mind as a serious concern,
even more so because a VR HMD limits a person’s ability to effectively break a fall.

The first user test results concluded that the current three difficulty levels for
exercises do not cover enough ground. For some patients the exercises were too easy
and for others correctly balanced or too hard. Widening the difficulty spectrum by
introducing more difficulty levels with predetermined difficulty parameters could be
a quick way to make the exercises more suitable to a larger group of patients. As
a more sophisticated method one could instead design exercises that dynamically
adapt to the patient’s skill level during the exercise by monitoring their performance
during it.

The second user test revealed video instructions to be the best possible form
of guidance out of the tested instruction types. To ensure the clearest possible
instructions the system should include a video tutorial played before each exercise
because this method achieved the best guidance scores. As some users thought having
the video play before each walking exercise was too much, a future test could be
done to find out more suitable parameters for the instruction videos. These include
the length of the video and the amount of times it is played for each specific exercise
before the user is considered to have learned the exercise routine. Fine-tuning these
values is one way to increase exercise intensity as the time spent watching videos
does not constitute physical exercise. Even though healthy test subjects were used
for this particular test, one should test with real stroke patients due to the presence
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of cognitive impairments which are certainly going to affect the amount and level of
instructions required. People who are new to VR may also be under more cognitive
load already so more directly explaining the exercise routine makes sense. The first
user test also points to the same fact that more information should be given on using
the system as some patients had trouble comprehending the gaze-based UI and the
exercises.

It should be acknowledged that motor skill exercises are only a part of stroke
rehabilitation. Cognitive and speech rehabilitation are also necessary for some
patients and shouldn’t be overlooked. They have been intentionally left out due to
being out of the scope of this thesis. Going forward new exercises should include
tasks that either focus on cognitive tasks or combine them with physical ones to
maximize training efficiency and widen the patient group that could benefit from the
system. The target group should include patients with aphasia or other cognitive
problems.

The beneficial effects of well-chosen background music have already been estab-
lished [45]. Even though the optional radio feature is a step into the correct direction,
letting patients have even more control over the music should prove helpful. The
music played in the background should be something that the patient has chosen
and personally likes. Commercial interruptions are characteristic to common radio
channels and create unwanted interruptions in the music listening experience. A
feature to let patients import their own music or integration with some commercial
music streaming services the patients already use could be an excellent addition to
the current system. This was also suggested by the Savonia professionals.

When the system is brought up to a more universally usable level across all
patients, a user study for motor skill retention should be conducted. This is the
only way to get concrete verification about the possible benefits of using the system.
Quantifiable motor skill retention tests such as the FMA or BI should be administered
and recorded throughout the rehabilitation process as well as six months after the
rehabilitation has ended. The six month post-rehabilitation test carries significant
meaning as motor skill retention on a longer time scale is the most desired outcome of
physiotherapy and is universally used in randomized controlled trials in post-stroke
rehabilitation.

4.4 Remaining challenges
Even though some of the possible next steps were introduced in the last chapter,
certain challenges would require more than an added iteration of the exercise develop-
ment PDCA cycle. For example the glove requires much more work as the accuracy
of the finger angle measurement is poor at best. In addition to just finger angle and
grabbing force measurement it should be able to measure motion on more than one
axis for each finger, especially the thumb. Having a closed glove also inhibits the
wearer’s tactile sense which is a key component in upper extremity rehabilitation.
One optimization task would therefore be to remove as much surface fabric as possible
without limiting the sensing parts of the glove while still having enough sensors to
sense motion on the required axis. These features would enable many more upper
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extremity rehabilitation exercises to be implemented.
On software side the use of pre-fitted functions should also be swapped out for

something more robust and cross-user compatible. This holds true for both the glove
and the pillow. In addition to interpreting the sensor readings in a different manner the
sensor placement on the hardware should also be optimized. No amount of calibration
can account for the lost accuracy due to poor sensor placement. Machine learning
could be leveraged to better map out the required sensors and their placements
as well as accurately detecting movement regardless of user’s shape and size. For
this to work better the calibration process of pre-recording values with a live user
should be changed. Instead a simulator that uses one-to-one scale could be used
to get the ground truth for different motions and poses. Determining the correct
sensor placement from the outset could shorten the prototyping time. For example
the sensor glove used in this thesis was the result of multiple prototype iterations.
The requirements for such simulator are the ability to produce human motion or
poses and simulate sensor values for those actions in the virtual world. Producing
human motion and poses on a one-to-one scale is simple through 3D modelling,
rigging and animation. The act of simulating sensor readings for those movements is
a larger problem of this simulation challenge. While standard accelerometers and
gyroscopes can be simulated by using their corresponding values acquired in the 3D
space, the simulation of for example pressure sensors in a stretched fabric is not as
straightforward. Textile-based sensors therefore pose a large challenge due to them
being in an experimental stage. To solve this issue one could either try to implement
simulation models for different sensors or limit the solution to only using sensors
that are easier to simulate. This kind of simulation approach has already been used
to measure the accuracy of marker-based tracking solutions by fabricating the image
data in a simulation which also knows the precise locations and orientations of the
simulated markers. Feeding this image data to a marker-based tracking system
enables more precise calculation of the tracking accuracy. [82]

One common pain point mentioned by the Savonia personnel was the fragmenta-
tion of different digital rehabilitation systems. This leads to a plethora of services
each with their corresponding recorded data. Getting the full view of the patient’s
progress in an automatic report form is therefore not possible. Similarly, the amount
of exercises presented in this thesis is also lacking in terms of implementing a full
rehabilitation system. Having one system that could be used across the whole
rehabilitation journey would make monitoring the patient’s progress much easier.
For this to become a reality one would need to fabricate and implement a large
variety of different input devices and VR exercises while still keeping their quality
sufficiently high. Another approach would be to facilitate co-operation between
different rehabilitation solutions providers to pool all acquired data under a single
common service.

Observation of body movement [29] and mirror therapy [35] have already been
mentioned in this thesis. The activations in the brain have been noted to be similar
between observing a movement and performing it yourself. The effect of the visual
source’s type on this has not been studied to my knowledge. A key question would be
if observing body movement in person, on a flat screen display or in immersive VR
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produce similar brain activity and at which magnitude. As the visual input provided
by flat screen displays and HMDs is inherently very different, one could study the
qualities of the triggered brain activity comparatively. HMDs also provide a more
natural way to simulate body parts in a first person perspective which could be
leveraged to compare VR exercises to conventional mirror therapy. Studies comparing
different forms of conventional therapy to HMD-based immersive VR are still lacking
in terms of quantity and comparative metrics. More research using standardized
metrics should be carried out on this subject.
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5 Conclusion
In this thesis a VR rehabilitation system for early-phase stroke patients was im-
plemented. The implementation followed an iterative development process where
rehabilitation professionals were constantly consulted to better understand the system
requirements. This process yielded four motor skill exercises, two of which relied on
custom made prototype peripherals.

These exercises focus on finger control, balance, walking and arm extension.
Finger control and balance exercises used prototype peripherals while the walking
and arm extension exercises relied only on consumer-grade VR devices. The finger
control exercise was a simple exercise consisting of matching shown finger poses. The
balance exercise was much more complex with an interactive environment and a
harder to grasp exercise flow. The aim of the exercise was to tilt a raft to avoid being
sunk by waves. The walking exercise consisted of simple checkpoint collecting in a
passive environment. The arm extension exercise was disguised as a baking exercise
and featured a more interactive environment and commonly familiar work flow of
pouring ingredients to a bowl. In this exercise both audio and visual cues were used
to guide the user in a non-disruptive manner.

The prototype peripherals, glove and pillow, were calibrated by fitting coefficients
to data sets. The data sets were acquired by recording raw sensor data in addition to
pre-defined finger angles or HMD location. Accuracy measurements for the calibrated
devices were subjective. Generating data sets to be used as the ground truth and
calibrating the devices using said data sets proved to be the most usable method out
of all the tested methods for interpreting sensor values.

Two user tests were carried out using the system. The first user test was facilitated
by physiotherapy students and volunteer patients with long-term disabilities. This
test consisted of freely using the system and giving feedback based on the experience.
The second user test was conducted on unimpaired test subjects in a more controlled
setting with specific tasks to execute. The aim of the second user test was to measure
the usability of the system in a more quantifiable manner and resulted in a more
direct comparison between the implemented exercises.

The finger control and balance exercises got worse overall feedback compared to
the walking and arm extension exercises. This can be mostly attributed to technical
difficulties and lack of accuracy present in the prototype devices. Especially the
glove showed obvious signs of cross-user accuracy degradation. With the pillow this
issue was not as prevalent to begin with and was further alleviated by performing
partial calibration during the balance exercise. The level of instruction coupled
with the complexity of the exercise had a large impact on how the exercises were
perceived. The more invasive video instructions were perceived as the clearest form
of instruction out of all the used methods. Future exercises should feature enough
instructions in regards to the exercise complexity.

Currently the VR devices available in the consumer market are developing at a fast
pace and are constantly becoming more affordable. While most of this development
is driven by the gaming industry, it is only a matter of time until the medical sector
fully embraces this technology. In the coming years rehabilitation units should be
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able to provide patients with around-the-clock access to higher quality unsupervised
exercises in addition to the conventional forms of rehabilitation.
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